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Gives a general outline of the organisation and working
of scientific and technical documentation centres
in several European countries.
Brings out some special features
and differences
in techniques employed in the various centres.
Examines some aspects of the application of automatic devices like punched-cards.
Cordonnier cards. photoelectric devioes for documentation and use of classification for these devices.
Suggests active co_operation between national organisations
for reducing the time lag in
scientific
reporting.

1 INTRODUCTION
The author had an opportunity
to visit last
year a number of national scientific
documentation centres,
and other specialised
organisations
who have arranged
documentation
facilities.
in
several
European
countries.
This note summarises his experiences
during that visit.
Besides
an acute awareness
of the importance
of documentation
and its rapid dissemination
over the relatively
short distances
oc c ur r ing in
most European
countries.
the multiplicity
of
specialised
libraries,
and excellent
communications appeared
to the writer to be among the
major factors
which have contributed
to the
development
of documentation
facilities
in European countries
to the present
high standards .
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2 NATIONAL

CENTRES

The national scientific
documentation
centres,
such as the Centre du Documentation
du Centre
National de la Recherche
Scientifique,
or the
Yougoslav Centre for Technical
and Scientific
Documentation,
Belgrade,
offer on payment all
the normal documentation
services.
They receive a large number of requests
for copies of
documents.
Such institutions
therefore
have
taken steps to build up their own libraries
and
have installed
equipment
for microfilming,
photostating
or other doc urnent copying methods.
They also record
information
about the holdings
of the local scientific
libraries,
or compile the
union catalogues
of their countries.
These reference
aids are most useful to them for supplying information
rapidly.
Both of these national centres
publish abstracting
bulletins
in
their national language.
Arrangements
are also made to provide,
on request.
translations
of
scientific
articles
from other languages.
An
index of such translations
is maintained
at the
documentation
centre.

21 Yugoslavia
The Yugoslav Centre for Technical
and Scientific Documentation
at Belgrade
has started
a new experiment,
namely that of fostering
the
growth of regional
documentation
units in select-
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ed industrial
concerns
to cover the needs of a
particular
group of industry.
This experiment
in co-operative
documentation
is an interesting
development,
specially
when viewed against the
special conditions
now prevailing
in that country.
A number of such regional
units are already functioning.

22 Scandinavian

Countries

The Scandanavian
countries
do not have National scientific
documentation
centres.
Here
the functions
of a national centre are carried
out by the technical
libraries,
such as the Denmark Technical
Library,
Copenhagen,
the Tekniska Hpgskola Bibliotek,
Stockholm,
and the
Royal Norwegian
University
Library,
Oslo.
These libraries
receive
a copy of all national
scientific
and technical
publications,
either
under copyright
law or by co-operative
arragements.
The libraries
co-operate
between themselves
in the publication
of periodical
indexes
in special fields,
giving indications
of availability in the Scandanivian
libraries.
Information
is
thus available
about the holdings of all libraries
in the region,
and inter-library
loans are well
organised.
Apart from supplying photostat
and
microfilm
services,
these libraries
provide continuous docLimentation
services
for selected
industries.
Standard library
cards,
75 mm x 125
rnrn , carrying
the bibliographic
data of current
scientific
papers,
with a short indicative
abstract,
and classified
by U. D. C. are reproduced
either by the a z o process
or printed by letter
press and are supplied to industrial
organisations
on a small payment.
A considerable
measure
of
selection
is exercised
in the literature
search
and compilation
of this documentation.
This is
related to the needs of the country and the facilities of the organisation
carrying
out the particular job; for example the Tekniska Hogskola
Library,
Stockholm,
provides
documentation
in
mechanical
industrie s, while the library
of the
Technical
University
at Gotenberg
supplies documentation
on textile industry.

23 Great
In Great
different.
information
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Britain,
the position is somewhat
There
the specialised
libraries
and
services
have formed
an associa-

tion called Aslib, and it is this body that provides centralised
information
on scientific
and
technical
matters
and also supplies
copies of
documents.
Aslib does not possess
a library of
its own but maintains
information
about holdings
ofthe important
British libraries.
It does not have
its own photographic
laboratories
either; photostat services
are available from other institutions
such as the Science Museum, and users in Britain
generally prefer photocopies to microfilm
copies.
Aslib does not provide translations
but recommends a suitable translator.
An index of l-ranslations available
in all c ornrr.onw e a lt h countries
is
maintained.
I observed
an important
difference
in the dayto-day working of the document procurement
work of Aslib and the Documentation
Centre
at
Paris.
Aslib insists
on the enquirer s filling up
their orders
in triplicate
and uses the copies
for its internal
processing;
while the French
Centre accepts
orders in the form of a single
copy and makes out copies of the reference
as
needed for processing,
thus imposing more
clerical
work on the staff of the Centre but sparing the customer.
The national scientific
documentation
centres
generally
make a nominal charge only for their
documentation
services.
The low charges
are
in effect considered
an indirect
subsidy to scientific research.
The only exception noticed was
in case of Aslib, which tries to recover
its costs.

24 Netherland
The Netherlands
National Documentation
Centre, Nider,
besides
providing
documentation
services,
also takes an active interest
in the training
of doc urnentalists.

,

3 DOCUMENTATION IN INDUSTRIAL
CONCERNS
I visited a large number of industrial
concerns
to study the methods of documentation
followed
by them.
In general,
industrial
concerns
have
organised,
for their internal
use, very good documentation
facilities.
This arises
from their
basic necessity
of keeping abreast
of the new
developments
and refinements
in manufacturing
processes,
which may reduce the costs of pro-
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ducti~
or lead to the adoption of new or cheaper
raw materials.
Further,
a thorough search of
patent literature
gives an indication
of the activitie s of their competitor s ,
The general
pattern followed by industrial
concerns
in their documentation
is fairly uniform.
After recording
the receipt
of periodicals in the library,
they are scanned either by
the library
staff or by the library
staff assisted by the technical
staff.
An index card is then
prepared,
sometimes
with a short indicative
abstract,
and one copy is filled by subject and
another bv author;
spare copies are made available to other departments
or to sister
organisations
managed by or associated
with the main
firm.
A large number of industrial
concerns
are using the U. D. C.
Emphasis
is laid on quick circulation
of the data.
In some industrial
concerns
documentation
on social,
economic
and laJaour management
problems
is also maintained.
31 Patent
Literature
The patent literature
is most often looked
after by a special
section.
The objectives
of
t hic section
are:
firstly
to keep abreast
of the
literature,
secondly
to be able to carry out a
retrospective
literature
search and if necessary
lodge an objection to the grant of a new patent,
and thirdly to help their organisation
in patent
work.
The patents are usually classified
and
filed either according
to the German system or
by their serial number as in the case of American patents.
The Netherlands
Patent
Office
offers to classify
any particular
patent in accordance with U. D. C. or to supply the equivalent
of the German
classification,
whichever
is
wanted.
A very nominal
charge is made for
doing this, and a number of industrial
concerns
avail themselves
of this service.

4 DOC UMENT A TION IN RESEARCH
ASSOCIA TlONS
The development
of research
associations
is
a special feature
of the organisation
of scientific research
in Great Britain.
The Department
of Scientific
and Industrial
Research
has taken
great interest
in this direction
and given financial assistance
for the purpose.
A number of
other countries
also, including India, have adopted this mode of organisation
of collective
or
cooperative
research.
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Dissemination
of scientific
and technical
information
to their members
is an important
activity of the research
associations.
For this purpose some associations
prepare
abstracts
of
scientific
articles,
c Ia s sify them, and then circulate them to members,
either in a mimeographed form or as printed abstracts.
Information
on new instruments,
techniques
or raw materials for use in their industries,
as well as data
on patents literature,
is included in this survey.
Great emphasis
is placed on rapid dissemination
of information.
The research
associations
also undertake
research work on problems
pertaining
to their field
of interest
and compile special project
reports
for their members.

5 CLASSIFICA TlON
I observed
that a large number of institutions
were classifying
books and articles
from periodicals according
to schemes
which they had themselves drawn up. The old established
libraries
were generally
continuing
the classification
scheme which was in use earlier,
for facilities
to reclassify
their holdings were not available.
In a few libraries,
however,
the currently
used
schemes
of classification
were not found sufficiently
well developed to meet their
special
needs and a new scheme was evolved.
The libraries
established
in recent years have generally adopted the U. D. C.
A simplified
classification
guide, based on
the U. D. C. for classification
of literature
in
the Building
Sciences has now been published.
From discussions
with documentation
officers
attached
to a number
of building
research
institutes,
it appeared
that the scientific
institutions,
individual
scientists,.
and mercantile
firms
had liked this condensation
of the U. D.
C. scheme
on building sciences
into a simple
handy form.

The users of U.D.C.
felt for the most part
that greater
attention
should be given, as a
matter
of some urgency,
to developing a workable scheme of classification
for the comparatively recent fields of scientific
activity.
This
development
work could be accepted for international co-operative
purposes,
and its further
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elaboration
and detailed
breakdown left to a
few institutions
who were actively
concerned
with documentation
in that particular
field.
These
institutions
could develop the scheme
keeping in view the rate of scientific
progress
in that line and the needs of the scientific
community.
In view of the experience
gained by the publication
of the simplified
classification
guide
for building sciences,
it may be better if similar broad-based
schemes
of classification
could
be compiled
for various
scientific
fields,
new
or old, revised
every year and thus kept reasonably uptodate,
whereas
the detailed classification
guide could be r evis ed and br ought up
to date once in ten years or so.

6 APPLICATION
FOR

OF AUTOMATIC
MACHINES
SCIENTIFIC
DOCUMENTATION

The application
of automatic
machines
for documentation
was somewhat limited in the European countries
visited.
In some cases the availability of the automatic
machines
in connection
with mathematical
computation
work led to their
use in documentation.
Only a few of the institutes visited had installed
machines
specially
for
scientific
documentation.

61 Punched

Cards

The Bureau of Agriculture,
Cambridge,
maintains on punched cards complete
documentation
on the subject of plant breeding.
Ten agricultural crops fall under their purview and a different
coloured
card is employed for punching data about a particular
crop.
Thus a visual separation
is effected in the first round by filing these cards
in separate
indexes.
The data punched on each
card comprise
the U. D. C. classification
number,
the -year of publication,
a serial number for the
journal,
its volume and page number,
and the
serial number of the abstract
in their monthly
abstracting
bulletin.
The Power Samas accounting machine for punching and sorting is employed.
For this institution,
therefore,
it becomes
comparatively
easy
to ·:ompile
d. bibl iog r a phv on a particular
pr ob.
l e rn connected
with any of these ten agricultural
c r o p s . I va s told that apart from retrospective
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searches
the machine
was most useful for the
purpose
of compiling
the annual index of the
Plant Breeding
Abstracts,
by subject as well at
author.

i

The Gmelin Institute
is using 1. B. M. machines and Hollerith
type cards for indexing
infor-i
mati on on inorganic
compounds.
The system of
classification
employed has been specially
deve
loped and follows the element,
not necessarily
in the periodic
table order.
The chemical
formula is written
in straight
lines for ease in
punching.
Geographical
and geological
data are
also indexed.
This arrangement
enables the
i
data to be searched
from many different
angles". '

i

62 Cordonnier

Cards

The principle
involved
in the use of these
cards is well known and a num.ber of institutions

I

r

i
!

are employing
this system.
A search
conducted on these cards yields the numbers
of the re- ;
ferences
from a serially
numbered
index but
.
does not lead to information
about the contents
of the article s.
The Documentation
Centre of the Centre National
de la Recherche
Scientifique,
Paris,
is
keeping
complete
records
of the notified translations
on this system.
The numbers
indexed
are the serial
number of the translation
in their
monthly list.
The lnstitut
des Fruits
et Agrum,
es Coloniaux at Paris
is using these cards for
recording
abstracts
of articles
of interest
to
them;
the num.ber indexed in the cards relates
to the s e r ia l number of the abstract
bulletin.

63 Edge-notched

Punch

Cards

The Association
for the Study of Textiles,
Br-'
ussels,
uses edge notched punched cards
for
their documentation.
The system
of classification employed
is U. D. C. and the data recorded are the U. D. C. number,
a few letter s of
the alphabet from name of the author,
a serial
number corresponding
to the title of a journal
and year of publication,
the geographical
a r ea ,
and also whether the reprint
is available
or 13
being obtained.
Information
about pat e nt s is
also punched.
The s urnrn a r v 'of the a,oticLe
is
typed on the space provided
in t he centre
of
the card.

i
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Photo-electric

Searching

Devices

The Centre
National
de l a Recherche
Scientifique, Paris
is developing
for use in documentation an automatic
machine
based on photoelectric searching
methods
and employs a 45 rnrn x
70 rrirn microfilm
sheet instead
of a punched
card.
One half of the film sheet (35 mm x 45
m m ) carries
a photographic
copy of the bibliographical
reference
and the abstract
published
in the Bulletin
Analytique,
and the other half
contains
photographic
information
of the different aspects
covered
by the paper in a coded form.
These aspects,
together
with information
about the journal,
the year of publication,
the
authors'
abbreviated
na rn e (total of five letters),
8tC.
can be indicated
in as many rows as requir.
ed up to 20 rows,
each row having space for
five n urn e r a l s ,
The selecting
machine
picks out the searched:or combination
of numerals
irrespecdve
of its
oo s it ion in any of the 20 rows.
The rate of scanling is fast - 600 film sheets
a minute.
Once the selection
has been made by the ma:hine,
the preparation
of a bibliography
on mi:rofilm
becomes
easy and mechanical.
The
.iLrn sheets
are fed in the proper
order into a
s pe c ia l printing
device which prints
on a 35 rnrn
.il rn the bibliographical
data and the abstracts.

A special
scheme
of classification
covering
.he field of cancer
research
has been complete d and all information
on this subject
is now
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b e in r put on these film sheets.
It was unders t ood t ha t a.tt cm pt s were being made to develop
a s i m il a r code for the biological
sciences
also.

i r: rriai n i p ul a t i nj. the

The Gmelin In s t it ut is also keeping some data
on edge-notched
punched card.
Improved
devices for picking out the edge-notched
cards required in a search
have been designed,
and a rnaxirn urri of 30 needles
at a time can be e rn pl ov e d to
effect a search.
64
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sorting
n c c.ri le s: ~t becDr:lcs
easy
to l o c at e a reference,
a r.c: a s c i cr tio.. is possible
Ior rn different
angles
b-,: using s c v e ra l needles
appropriately
arranf-'ed.
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Classification

for Use
Devices

with

Automatic

In the application
of automatic
devices III scientific d oc urn ent at ion , the problem of classification is a very important
one.
Almost all the institutions
I visited have developed their own scheme of classification.
Every system has no doubt certain
advantages,
but they are not developed
to cover all fields of scientific
activity,
and an
all round acceptable
system is not available.
Attempts
were made by the Statistics
Department,
TNO, the Hague, to punch Hollerith
type
cards
according
to the U. D. C. classification
number,
but it was found that retrospective
searches
were not very easy to make.
The difficulty probably
arose
f r orn the non-uniformity
of the length of the number s punched, which might sometimes
be in three digits and sometimes
two, and were generally
interspersed
with comma, stroke,
dash, full-stop,
and colon.
It was
felt that, if the machine was to work satisfactorily,
the system of classification
should provide a code consisting
of a uniform number of digits or letters
of the alphabet in each column.
The International
Advisory Committee
on Documentation
in Natural Sciences,
which is functioning under Unesco, has also given consideration to this problem and at its last meeting in
February,
1954 it recommended
that a working
paper be prepared
reviewing the position in this
field and suggesting
such measures
as may be
considered
necessary
to remedy the situation.

66 Observations

on the Use
Devices

of Automatic

In considering
the question of large scale use
of automatic
devices for organising
documentation services
the following points are important:
1) the volume of scientific
data which have to be
studied,
classified,
coded and punched before
the machine can be used;
2} the volume of work
in retrospective
searches
and its dissemination;
3) the field of activity,
whether it is narrow, s pecialised
or general.
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In the case of a Documentation
Centre covering all branches
of activity,
the number of cards
to be punched
will be eri or rn ou s and unles s the
volume of work on retrospective
searches
keeps
the selecting
rn ac hirre s fully errrpl oy ed , it rria y
not be e c on orn ica l to spend time and labour on
coding all the inf or rnat ion.
On the other hand, if the Centre were dealing
with a limited
field of activity,
such as the Depa r trn e nt of the Bureau of Agriculture
publishing
the Plant
Breeding
Abstracts,
then the question
resolves
itself into a rather
s irn pl e r problem
of
economics,
narrie ly the salaries
of the staff required for non crna chtne retrospective
searches
as against the cost of a reasonably
priced mach-.
ine which would rapidly carry
out the search.

INTERNATIONAL
CO -OPERA TlON
SCIENTIFIC
REPOR TlNG

FOR

The rate at which scientific
reporting
is progressing,
and the importance
of knowing in a
given region
what is published
in another
part
of the world at the earliest
possible
opportunity, have both increased
rapidly in rn od e r n t i rn e s ,
If scientific
reporting
of world literature
were
left,
as it is now being left,
to a Ii.m it e d nurnb-.
er of internationally
recognised
abstracting
journals,
such as the Physics
Abstracts,
ChelTIical Abstracts,
Index Medicus,
and Biological
Abstracts,
then it s e e rn s desirable
that some
machinery
should function effectively
to reduce
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the average
t i rn e lag between
the publication
of
a communication
and the inclusion
of its ab s t r a cr
in an international
abstracting
journal.
Modern
documentation
techniques
offer two possibilities
in this direction.

i) rn ic r ofi lrrii.ng of abstracts,
classified
according to a recognised
s ch erne , and their onward t r an s rrri s s ion by air to the internationally recognised
abstracting
journals.
The
data could be photographically
enlarged.
ii) punching the data on cards,
according
to an
internationally
agreed
s c he m e , and transmission
by air freight
to the appropriate
abstracting
journal.
The data could be decoded by tabulating
machines.
Either
of these arrangements
can work effectively,
provided
active
co-operation
is established between specified
national
organisations
f or
c ornpi l irig abstracts
of papers
published
in their
. countries,
and international
abstracting
organisations.
At the present
tempo of scientific
research,l
feel that the problem
of quick dissemination
of
information,
although
an old one, needs recon- .
sideration
by the appropriate
international
orga··
nisations,
especially
in view of the advances
made in d oc urn e nt.at ion techniques.
The versatility and possibilities
of adapting
automatic
accounting rna c hi n e s to documentation
techniques
alone is a promising
field of study.
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